This comprehensive and colorful range of eating and drinking aids has been designed and developed with customers and experts.

These tableware products have supporting functions hidden in their design.

**Ornamin Thermo Range**
Wide variety of colours and handle shapes

**Ornamin Thermo Mugs**
Designed to assist drinking action

**Ornamin Plate Vital**
Weighted non slip plate features a sloped base

**APPLICATION**

The Keep Warm dishes are designed for people who need extra time to finish a meal, hot or iced water is poured into the space, keeping the food hot or cold depending on the meal served.

**Plate Vital** – the sloped base is ideal for people who eat one handed, making it easier to scoop food up the side of the plate.

**DESCRIPTION**

Shenton Pk: (08) 9388 8800
Leeming:     (08) 9312 1700
Midland:    (08) 9374 0577
Wanneroo:   (08) 9206 2391
Bayswater:   (08) 6278 3406
Jindalee:   (08) 9563 1149
Cockburn:   (08) 9499 4136


Disclaimer: This information is a guide only.

Alzheimer’s WA Ltd does not endorse any of the manufacturers, suppliers or the use of any of the products featured. It is recommended that an assessment be sought from the Independent Living Centre or an Aged Care Assessment Team prior to purchasing Assistive Technology.
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